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Pre-Spotting
1. Apply PYRATEX LV to the stained area.

2. Work gently with spatula or tamp with spotting brush until stain is completely loosened or 
removed. If stain spreads, place a clean towel underneath the stain. Flush with PYRATEX LV 
until bleeding stops.

3. Dryclean, wetclean or launder as normal. No flushing is required when used with perc,  
hydrocarbon, wetcleaning or laundry.

Note: When used in conjunction with GreenEarth® (D5) solvent, PYRATEX LV must be flushed with 
GreenSPOT™, steam or water prior to drycleaning.
When used in conjunction with other solvents, PYRATEX LV must be flushed completely from 
fabric prior to drycleaning.

Post-Spotting
1. Apply PYRATEX LV to the stained area.

2. Work gently with spatula or tamp with spotting brush until stain is completely loosened or 
removed. If stain spreads, place a clean towel underneath the stain. Flush with PYRATEX LV 
until bleeding stops.

3. Flush area thoroughly with steam or water utilizing vacuum from spotting board. 

4. Dry using air gun. 

For Lipstick or Ink Loads
Perc and hydrocarbon solvents only
Add one quart of PYRATEX LV for every 5 gallons of solvent in the wheel and run a batch cycle at 
low level without filtration. 

1. Clean for 20 minutes in perc or 30 minutes in hydrocarbon solvent.

2. Drain and extract to still. 

3. Dryclean as normal. 

This should remove the vast majority of lipstick or ink stains. The last traces can be manually 
removed on the spotting board.  

How to Order PYRATEX LV
PYRATEX LV is sold by authorized Street’s distributors everywhere. Order PYRATEX LV from your 
local distributor in single one-gallon containers or in cases of four.

Specially labeled spotting bottles are available from your distributor.

Before using any chemical product, review the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for safe  
handling and proper disposal.
For professional drycleaning, wetcleaning and laundry use only.

Instructions for Using PYRATEX®LV

Use PYRATEX LV 
to remove these and 
other difficult dry-
side stains:

Oil-Based Paints 
Heavy Oil & Grease 
Nail Polish  
Correction Fluid 
Shoe Polish 
Mascara 
Crayon  
Lipstick 
Ink  
Tar 
Lacquer

PYRATEX LV is safe 
to most fabrics and 
colors. If colorfastness 
is questionable, test 
garment in a hidden 
area.
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